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Transitional Keys, based in Dobbs Ferry, New 
York, is a multi-disciplinary arts and well-

ness program that uses the “ritual response” to 
transform times of change and transition into 
opportunities for personal growth, insight, and 
creative expression. The program was developed 
in response to Barbara Myerhoff’s perception 
that there is a dearth of ritual in the second half 
of life. As she notes in her 1992 book, Remem-
bered Lives, “Retirements and funerals are crude 
markers for the stark beginning and end of old 
age; in between there is a universe of differentia-
tion that remains a cultural wasteland for each to 
calculate and navigate alone, without the aid of 
ritual, ceremony, or symbol.” 

Myerhoff’s fieldwork confirmed that rituals 
can lessen anxiety, dispel fear, and provide deep 
personal integration and meaning. She was 
acutely aware that the lack of secular ritual in  
the second half of life robs people of a way to 
integrate a variety of changes and losses, such as 
giving up the family home, moving into a care 
facility, accepting a wheelchair, or losing a 
spouse, friends, or companion.

The wealth of her writing about ritual 
supports the notion that we are all “hardwired” 
for ritual—that people respond to change with a 

deeply innate, instinctual use of theatrical arts 
including symbols, costume, music, dance,  
and prose. We refer to this innate response to 
change as “ritual response.” Ritual has great 
value in addressing the liminality of aging, the 
“betwixt and between” sense that many older 
people experience, and the sense of anxiety and 
uncertainty that can accompany transitions in 
life’s second half. 

Transitional Keys appropriates the form  
and function of ritual in both public and secular 
environments that serve older adults. This 
adaption allows participants to derive the 
benefits of ritual, which we define as order and 
clarity at times of change, relief and comfort in 
times of anxiety, integration and healing in times 
of loss, and continuity and community in times 
of celebration and reflection.

Initial Program Fieldwork
Myerhoff noted that “the most salient character-
istic of ritual is its function as a frame. It is a 
deliberate and artificial demarcation. In ritual,  
a bit of behavior or interaction, an aspect of 
social life, a moment in time is selected, stopped, 
remarked upon” (Myerhoff, 1992).   For our 
initial fieldwork, we applied elements of ritual  
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to symbolically frame turning points, losses, and 
celebrations for older adults and their caregiv-
ers, within the continuum of healthcare settings.

Framing a ritual
We trained healthcare providers to use ele-
ments of ritual in the home, assisted living 
facilities, nursing homes, hospitals, and hospice 
care settings. Participants in the training 
included interdisciplinary healthcare provid-
ers, caregivers, family members, health educa-
tors, and teachers. 

Staff members at assisted living facilities 
created rituals to frame events such as welcome 
ceremonies, blessing a new room, giving up a 
driver’s license, or accepting a walker. Daily  

rituals were integrated into assisted living to 
promote conversation at the dining hall and to 
add a dimension of care to activities of daily 
living, such as bathing. Family members created 
rituals to “mark” getting a hospice bed in the 
home. Hospice volunteers and staff developed 
an ongoing grief ceremony and rituals to honor 
new beginnings, bless friends and families, and 
create new bedtime rituals.

Central to the Transitional Keys work is 
Myerhoff’s focus on “stories as equipment for 
living,” and the essential nature of human beings 
as storytellers. In the program’s work, stories are 
integrated into rituals through reminiscence, 
sense memory, and life story sharing.

Overcoming barriers to ritual
When describing the Transitional Keys pro-
gram, we sometimes found that the term ritual 
generated a variety of mixed responses from 
administrators and caregivers. Upon hearing  
the term, some people immediately thought of 
witchcraft, satanic worship, or archaic religious 
ceremony—nothing that matched our heartfelt, 
soulful, earnest endeavor. 

To push past that barrier, we developed a 
presentation showing the spectrum of ritual— 
religious, civic, personal, and societal rituals most 
people can relate to. To demystify ritual’s form 
and function, we developed a template outlining 
the basic structure of a ritual: a clear and specific 
intention; the role of an appointed leader; a 
designated threshold to be crossed; the transfor-
mation of a “normal” space into a ritual space; 
use of symbolic objects that represent the 
intention of the ritual; the presence of a centrally 
positioned table with symbolic objects; a ritual 
“action”; and a ceremonial closing. Any ritual can 
be imbued with the participants’ emotions, 
feelings, and beliefs, and these can well be the 
reason for the event.

Rituals have four key 
characteristics: repetitive and 
symbolic actions, patterned 
behaviors, religious or secular 

contexts, and ceremonial or everyday aspects 
(Moore and Myerhoff, 1977, pp. 3!24). Transi-
tional Keys ritual events are secular, though 
participants may have some experience of 
personal spirituality; we typically use both 
everyday and symbolic ceremonial objects. 
However, integrating repetitive actions (regu-
larity of performance) and patterned behaviors 
that characterize ritual presents challenges when 
instituting ritual in healthcare settings. 

We were working with older adults who had 
a range of physical, emotional, and cognitive 
abilities. Depending upon the site, we had to vary 
our approach to designing and creating rituals for 
different populations—from active, mobile, alert 
older persons or frail older persons living with 
chronic disease and dementia, to those who had  
a combination of these conditions. As well, our 
contact with staff and residents was short term: 
we could not ensure that the ritual created would 
become an integral part of residents’ lives, or 
establish the patterned, repeated occurrence that 
gives ritual some of its power.

Many times we were working with staff 
members who were often stressed, fatigued, 

Rituals can lessen anxiety, dispel fear, and provide 
deep personal integration and meaning.
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generally overworked, and on the verge of 
burnout. To try to engage them in an added 
activity was sometimes difficult.

A surprising discovery
As is often the case when working with challeng-
ing situations, we made a surprise discovery. We 
saw that applying the elements of ritual became 
a source of resilience and self-care for members 
of the staff, individually and as a whole.

At all sites, staff members were from a wide 
variety of cultures. Different individuals, de-
pending upon their cultural background, had 
particular attitudes about being a caregiver, 
caring for older adults, and death and dying. 
Group discussion about ritual’s form and func- 
tion engaged staff in an unprecedented level  
of communication. Using ritual became a 
team-building tool, allowing a deep and honest 
level of personal expression, a way to be compas-

The Ritual of the Car: Giving Up the Keys

Ben, age 85, was still living in his own home and had a list of woes that included back pain, conges-
tive heart failure, and depression. What kept his daughters awake at night, however, was the fact 
that he was still driving—and wanted to continue driving. To Ben, not driving was tantamount to 
giving in to dying; meanwhile, his daughters fretted over his safety, and the safety of others.

One day, Ben confided that he’d had two near misses while driving. Once, he had even blacked out 
briefly. He was frightened, and his daughters saw an opening to get their father to relinquish his 
license. We first talked with Ben’s daughters and identified that this was a major turning point in 
their father’s life. Then we agreed upon an intention to help Ben transition from being an indepen-
dent driver to accepting interdependence, with the support of friends and family to help him get 
around. We decided upon a ritual event, a party that would recognize his change in status and be an 
opportunity to set up an alternative transportation plan. 

The party invitations featured a photo of Ben in his favorite car—a 1960 red convertible. A room  
in his apartment sported more photos of Ben and the cars he had owned, from his youth to the 
present day. As guests arrived, they honked a horn that had been placed at the entryway, and the 
party background music was “car tunes” dating from the many years of Ben’s life behind the wheel.  

Each guest was asked to bring a special “I owe you” gift. Sarah gave him a gift certificate for five 
“taxi” rides; Dorothy and Jacob gave Ben a written agreement to drive Ben to the doctor and to the 
grocery store; and Susie agreed to be his “bus buddy” and ride public transportation with him. His 
daughters gave him a certificate for a car service. Ben’s eighteen-year-old grandson, Eric, agreed to 
share all of his car stories with his grandfather.

And Ben shared his own tales. His daughters recorded him as he described all the cars he had ever 
owned, as well as some of his favorite car stories, including youthful indiscretions, family road trips, 
meditative drives in the countryside, and even boring commutes to work. On a table sat a large, 
poster-size photo of Ben with his beloved convertible, with markers nearby for inscribing wishes 
and comments.

To consecrate the turning point, Ben’s daughters gathered some of his car insurance bills, repair 
receipts, and garage bills and, with great fanfare, everyone tore up the paperwork, symbolically 
letting go of the financial burden of car ownership. Ben then happily handed over his car keys to 
Eric, everyone shared cake, and gifted Ben with their IOUs. At the party’s close, Eric thanked his 
grandfather, vowing that the two of them would always share car stories. 
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sionate with one another, and a way to care for 
themselves. This experience resulted in the staff 
creating rituals to purify the dining hall’s atmo-
sphere, to grieve when a resident died, and to 
rekindle a sense of purpose and meaning in their 
work. Through building rituals, they learned 
more about how to develop and rely upon their 
personal, inner resilience. 

The case studies cited within this article 
(see sidebars on pages 49 and this page, above) 
offer two examples of applying Transitional 
Keys tools and techniques to transitions related 
to later life: relinquishing a driver’s license and 
caring for the caregiver.

Conclusion 
Transitional Keys provides an illustrative model 
of a program based on the work of Barbara 
Myerhoff, and is offered in a range of care 
settings for a variety of care providers. We would 
recommend that in teaching about ritual, it is 
best for participants to first experience ritual, 
then follow up with theoretical discussion.

Distinguishing between ritual and cere- 
mony, and demonstrating that ritual is a multi- 
disciplinary art form that employs dance or 
movement, theatre, writing, poetry, music, 
storytelling and life review, enable people to 
understand the components of ritual.

Identifying the types of ritual as personal, 
social, religious, or civic, and eliciting examples 
from participants, clarifies conversations about 
the dimensions of ritual. Engaging staff members 
in making their own rituals that can ease their 
personal and professional lives helps them 
recognize ritual’s value—for themselves and for 
those under their care. 

We believe in the value of developing 
toolkits for ritual that would be used by health-
care providers, family caregivers, and older 

The Ritual of the Stone: Care for the Caregiver 

The “Ritual of the Stone: Getting Through the Hard Times” can be done in nursing homes, 
assisted living, and hospice settings. The intention is to acknowledge that we all have the 
strength, support, and resiliency to get through hard times. The items needed for this ritual  
are flowers, stones, and a basket.  

To begin, participants sit in a circle and start a centering breathing exercise. The leader lights a 
candle and acknowledges the presence of light in our lives. The leader states the intention of the 
ritual: to acknowledge that caregivers face challenges, strains, and stresses, and that support exists 
to help them get through those times. Each person is encouraged to silently identify a quality or 
aspect of life that helps them navigate tough times: love, humor, faith, and friendship are suggested. 
A basket of small stones is then passed around the circle. Each person is asked to run their hands 
through the stones, imbuing them with the quality they identified. The basket is passed in silence. 
As it the progresses around the circle and back to the leader, each person pronounces aloud, in 
turn, the quality he or she infused into the stones. The basket is passed around again. This time 
each person takes a stone, which is now resonant with all the qualities named within the circle.

This ritual has been used in a wide variety of settings and situations, including large presentations 
and small site visits. In subsequent years, we have encountered people who once participated in 
the ritual: they continue to carry their stones with them.

We witnessed that applying the  
elements of ritual became a source of 
resilience and self-care.
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persons. These kits would provide “props” to 
help enact ritual at the bedside, in nursing 
homes, in assisted living, in homecare, and in 
community. Such a tool could have the poten-
tial to transform eldercare: care would be more 
person-centered, considering the important 
rituals of people’s lives.

The Transitional Keys program, inspired by 
anthropology and grounded in gerontology, is 
now being applied to the wellness field. Our 
goals are to ease people’s transitions during the 
second half of life, and enable individuals, 
especially elders and their caregivers, to “honor 
the past, accept the present, and move more 
easily into the future.” We honor Barbara 

Myerhoff’s work and remain sensitive to her 
awareness that “the lifecycle is realized in large 
part through ritual.”

Andrea Sherman, Ph.D., co-founder of Transitional 
Keys, is a gerontologist with over thirty-five years in 
the field. For the past fifteen years she has been at the 
forefront of exploring and promoting the integration of 
the creative arts in care of older adults across the 
continuum of care, and in training in conjunction with 
the National Center for Creative Aging, New York 
University, and George Washington University. 
Marsha Weiner, M.A., co-founder of Transitional Keys, 
is a generalist; a teacher, writer, product developer, 
producer, and public speaker. 
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